Panel discussion

Peripheral Vision: photography and contested space

Tuesday 6 October 10.30 am – 12 pm.

Waikato Museum Lecture Theatre.

Suburban creep, surveillance, competing land uses; four photographers currently exhibiting in Hamilton explore these themes. Dieneke Jansen, Layne Waerea, Allan McDonald (exhibiting at Wintec’s Ramp Gallery, 1 Sept to 6 Oct) and David Cook (exhibiting at the Waikato Museum) will show images and discuss their response to the ever-changing margins of the city.

Chair: Stefanie Young, School of Media Arts, Wintec
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For further information please contact:

Janice Abo Ganis
Director RAMP Gallery
+64 7 834 8800 ext 769
bmjag@wintec.ac.nz
http://ramp.mediarts.net.nz